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Introduction. It is well known that any distributive lattice can be im-

bedded in a Boolean algebra ([1], [2], [4] and others). This imbedding is in

general only finitely isomorphic in the sense that the imbedding preserves finite

sums (supremums) and finite products (infimums) (but not necessarily infinite

ones). Indeed, in order to be able to be imbedded into a Boolean algebra

completely isomorphically (i.e. preserving every supremum and infimum) a

distributive lattice L must satisfy the infinite distributive law, as the infinite

distributivity holds in Boolean algebras. The main purpose of this paper is to

prove that the converse is also true, that is, any infinitely distributive lattice

can be imbedded completely isomorphically in a Boolean algebra (Theorem 6κ

Since we show, on the other hand, that any relatively complemented distribu-

tive lattice is infinitely distributive (Theorem 2), Theorem 6 implies that every

relatively complemented distributive lattice can be imbedded completely iso-

morphically in a Boolean algebra (Theorem 4).

The importance of completely isomorphic imbedding is pointed out, as an

example, in §5. Thus, theorems on higher degree of distributivity in Boolean

algebras are generalized to those in relatively complemented distributive lattices.

The theory of higher degree of distributivity in Boolean algebras has been

discussed by several authors (Cβ], [7] and others). To generalize the theory

to a relatively complemented distributive lattice L, we first imbed L into a

Boolean algebra M completely isomorphically in such a manner that a property

P in L will be preserved in M. If the property P implies a property Q in M,

then P implies Q in L. By this method we can prove, for example, that

any (α, 2)-distributive relatively complemented lattice is (or, a)-distributive

(Theorem 7).
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1. Preliminaries. In this section some properties of distributive lattices

and of infinitely distributive lattices are stated within the scope of the necessity

in this paper. A lattice L is said to be infinitely distributive if the following

condition is satisfied:

(I) If α = Σaittϊai), then ΣbaATKb + cn)) exists and is equal to ba{b + a).

Here and hereafter a = Σai{Πai) means that a is the supremum (infimum)

of the set {en). The infinite distributivity does not imply the completeness of L.

A mapping β of a lattice L into a lattice L1 is called a completely iso-

morphic imbedding of L into Lf if the following conditions are satisfied:

(II) a = Σai{Πad implies θ(a) = ΣθiaiHΠΘbu)),

(III) θ(a)=ΣΘ{ai){Πd(ai)) implies a = Σai(Πai).

LEMMA 1. Let L be an infinitely distributive lattice and let Γ : pi <pz<

* <pn be a chain in L. Let LΓ be the direct product of n + 1 quotients

pι/0, pz/pu . . , pn/pn-u l/pn. (When L lacks 0 pjO means the set of ele-

ments x of L such that x^pu and similarly for 1/^.) Let θ be the mapping

of L into LΓ such that θ(x) = ( . . . , &•(*), . . . )> wfcm? 0,(#) =pi(x+pi-i)

Then θ is a completely isomorphic imbedding of L into L Γ .

Proof. Proof is based on the induction on the length nm of the chain Γ.

Suppose τί = l and let pι-p, then ΘΛx) -xp and Θ2(x) -x+p. By the infinite

distributivity of L we can easily prove that a = Σai(Πai) in L implies θ(a)

= Σd(ai){ΠΘ(ai)) in LΓ. For the proof of the converse implication we first

show that θ(x)^θ(y) implies x^y. Otherwise, i.e., if x^y, then z = xy<y.

θ(x) ^ θ(y) implies that p + x ^p + y and px ^ pyt and then, since Z, is distribu-

t i v e , p + z = p + xy = (p + x)(p + y)=p + y a n d pz=p(xy) = (px)y^ (py)y

-py^pz. Two equalities ί + z =£+jy and pz~py and the inequality z<y

contradict to the distributivity of L. Now suppose that θ(a) = Σθ(ai), then

θ{a) ^θ(ai) for every ί. Then a^ai for every z, and so a is an upper bound

of {#/}. Suppose that jy is any upper bound of {<z,}, then θ(y) >,Σβ{aι) = θ(a)f

which implies y ^ a. Thus we have a = Σa{. In the same way we can show

that θ(a) = Πθ(ai) implies a = 77a,.

Assume that the conclusion is true for chains whose lengths are less than

n. Let Γ' be the subchain px < p2 < < A*-i of /'. Then the canonical

mapping φ, defined in the lemma, of L into Lγ> is a completely isomorphic im-

bedding by the inductive assumption. Let ψ be the mapping of Lv into Lv
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which is defined as the identical mapping on pi/0® Θβn-ι/pn-2 and the

canonical mapping on l/pn-i (into pn/pn-ι®l/pn). Then ψ is a completely

isomorphic imbedding of Lτ> into Lr by the case n = 1. As is easily seen, we

have 0 = ψφ. As the product of completely isomorphic imbeddings is a com-

pletely isomorphic imbedding, θ is a completely isomorphic imbedding of L

into Zr.

Although the following Lemmas 2-4 are perhaps more or less well known,

we will prove them briefly for the sake of completeness. They could be proved

directly without using prime ideals, but then the proofs would require tedious

computations. So we use the following fact which we give here without proof:

For any pair of elements p > q in a distributive lattice there exists a prime ideal

which contains q and not containing p. This prime ideal is said to divide plq.

LEMMA 2. In a distributive lattice L the following conditions for two quo-

tients plq and r/s are equivalent:

(1) plq and r/s are projective,

(2) The set of all prime ideals which divide plq is equal to the set of all

prime ideals which divide r/s9

(3) There exists a quotient t/u such that p/q and t/u, and r/s and t/u are

transposes. Moreover we can take u = q + s and t -p + s{ -q+r-p + r).

Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2) as the projective quotient is obtained by a

series of transposed quotients. Assume (2) and put q+s~u and t=p + s.

Then clearly p + u-t. Suppose that pu = qf > q, then there exists a prime ideal

P which divides q'/q. P divides plq and so divides r/s by (2). Then P includes

q and s and then u and so <?', which contradicts to the assumption that P di-

vides q'/q. Thus we have pu = q. In the same way we can show that ur = s

and u + r=t. That (3) implies (1) is clear.

LEMMA 3. Let plq and r/s be projective quotients in a distributive lattice

L. Let θ : plq -» r/s, φ : L -»p/q and ψ : L -» r/s be mappings such that θ(x)

-r(x + s), φ(x) =p(x+q) and ψ(x) = r{x -f s). Then θ is an isomorphism onto,

and dφ = φ.

Proof Put q + s = u and p + s = t, then by Lemma 2 we have p + u = t and

= s. Then θ(x) = r(x + s) = r(x+ u) for x^p/q, and x ->y = x + u gives an
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isomorphism of p/q and t/u, while y -* ry = 0U) gives an isomorphism of

and r/s. Thus 0 gives an isomorphism of p/q and r/s.

= r(p(x+q) + s) =

LEMMA 4. Le£ L be a finite dimensional {and so finite) distributive lattice.

Let Γ : 0 <pi <p2 <p3 < - - - <pn= 1 be a complete chain in L. Then in Γ no

two prime quotients are projectiυe. Let Ω : 0 < q\ < qz < < qn = 1 be another

complete chain L. Then there exists a (unique) one-to-one correspondence

between the set of prime quotients {pi/pi-i, ί = l, 2, . . . , n) and {gj/φ-u

j = 1, 2, . . . , n}, where pi/pi-i corresponds to qj/qj-i if and only if one of the

following equivalent conditions is satisfied.

(1) PilPi-i is protective to qjlqj-\.

(2) Any prime ideal dividing pi/pi-i divides

(3) qjipi+qj-i) = Qj and qj(pi-

(4) pi(φ +pi-i) =pi andpi(qj-ι

Proof is clear from Lemma 2. The correspondence between the sets of

prime quotients in two complete chains is called the canonical correspondence.

LEMMA 5. Let D be a finite sublattice of a distributive lattice L. Let

Γ : pi < pi < ' * " < pn and Ω : q\ < q% < < qn be complete chains in D, and

let LΓ = pi/0®p2/Pi ® ® l/pn and LΩ = qjθ ® <?2/φ ® ® l/qn. Then

Lr and LQ are isomorphic.

Proof. By the canonical correspondence we have a (unique) one-to-one

correspondence between the direct product factors in such a manner that the

corresponding factors are projective, whence, by Lemma 3, isomophic.

The isomorphism between Lr and LQ just defined is called the canonical

isomorphism between Lr and LQ, and is denoted as Or*

By this lemma we have showed that Lr does not depend on the choice of

Γ within isomorphism, and so may be written as LD>

LEMMA 6. // L is infinitely distributive, then LD is infinitely distributive for

any finite sublattice D of L.

This is clear from the fact that the direct product factors in LD are
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infinitely distributive.

LEMMA 7. Let D and E be finite sublattices of an infinitely distributive

lattice L such that D C E. Then LD is completely isomorphic ally imbedded in LF.

Proof. Suppose that LD and LE are determined as Lv and LQ, where

Γ : pι<p2< ' - ' <pn and Ω : <?i < q2 < < Qm are complete chains respec-

tively in D and E. Let Ω' : n < r2 < * < rm be a complete chain in £*, which

is a subdivision of Γ, and so suppose that n < < n(i) =^i < < rjfe(2)

= p2< * <n, t r t ) =./>«< < r m . Let 0/ : pt/pi-i-> TM-D+I/rka-D® ' ' ' ®TkH)l

rk<i)-i be the canonical completely isomorphic imbedding introduced in Lemma 1.

φi's give a completely isomorphic imbedding θ?' of Lr = LD into LΩ>. Then

ΘΩ<ΘΓ' gives a completely isomorphic imbedding of LD into Lκ.

LEMMA 8. 0§' θ¥ does not depend on the choice of Ω'.

Proof. Let Ω" be another complete chain in E which is a subdivision of Γ.

Let us suppose that s//s/-i is a prime quotient in Ω" whose corresponding

quotients in Ω and Ωf are respectively qj/qj-i and n/n-i Then qj/qj-i corre-

sponds to Tklrk-i as the correspondence is settled by projectivity. Let pilpi-\

be a quotient in Γ which includes n / n - i (and so sι/sι-i) and let x be any

element in L which lies in pi/pi-i. Then x is mapped in qj/qj-i through Ω' on

Qj(n(x+ Tk-ι) + Qj-ι) = φ'(ff + 7̂-1)

as was proved in Lemma 2, and on the same element through Ω" too.

The following lemma follows from Lemma 8 and Lemma 2.

LEMMA 9. Let L be an infinitely distributive lattice and let D, E and F be

finite sublattices such that DCECF. Then θl = ΘEOD.

2. Direct limit of lattices. Let {Lλ λ^Λ) be a set of lattices indexed

by a directed set A. {Lλ} is called a directed system of lattices if there is given

a complete isomorphisms <ρu

λ of Lx into Lμ for every pair λ ̂  μ such that when

λ = /«, φl is the identity mapping in Lλ which

( * ) Φμφμχ = φl for any triplet λ^ μ^ v.

On the set of all elements of Zλ's we define a binary relation ^ by

(~~ ) For xλ e L>, #μ e Lμ, ΛΓΛ — Λrμ if and only if for some v ̂  λ, μ, φ\{χκ)
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This condition, as is easily seen from the complete isomorphism of φx, is

equivalent to the condition that φ\(xx) = 0μ(#μ) for every v^λ, μ. ~~ is an

equivalence relation. Denote the -^-equivalence class containing Xx by ίxxl.

On the set of equivalence classes iίxxl} we define a binary relation ^ ,

ίx*l ^ H#μ] if and only if for some (and equivalently for every) v ^ λ, μ,

ψl(xι) ^ψμiXμ.) in Lv. Then the set L of all equivalence classes Lxxl forms a

lattice by the relation ^ . L is called the direct limit of the directed system

of lattices {Lκ ψϊ).

LEMMA 10. Let L be the direct limit of the directed system of lattices

{Lx 0χ}, and let φx be a mapping of Lλ into L such that Φχ(xκ) = [#xl Then

φx is a completely isomorphic imbedding of Lx into L.

Proof Suppose that X = ΣXΪ in Lx, then by the definition φχ(x)>.φχ{xi)

for all i, that is, φχ(x) is an upper bound of {φχ(xi)}. Suppose that lyl>:φx(xi)

for all i and for some y e Lμ. Then for every v ^ λ, μ, φl(y) ^ φlixi). On the

other hand, as φ\ is a complete isomorphism of Lx into Z,v, Φ\\x) = Σφl(xi).

Thus ψμ(̂ ^ ̂  0X(ΛΓ), or equivalently, M>.φχ(x). Thus we have ^X(ΛΓ) = Σφxixd

in L.

That φx(x) = Σφxixi) for A: and #/'s in Lx implies x = Σxi in Lx is easily

shown.

LEMMA 11. φμ.φχ = φx for λ^μ.

THEOREM 1. Let L be the direct limit of the directed system of lattices

{Lx φϊ}. Then L is modular or distributive if and only if all the Lx's are

modular or distributive. L is relatively complemented if and only if for any

three elements x <y < z in Lx U is arbitrary) there exists v ̂  λ such that φl(y)

has a relative complement relative to φl(x) and φl(z) in Lv. L has the unit and

zero if and only if there exists some λ0 such that for every v ^ Λo, Lv has the

unit and zero and φ\^ maps the unit and zero in Lχΰ on the unit and zero in Z,v.

In this case L is complemented if and only if for every μ and any x e Z,μ there

exists v^μ such that Φl(x) has a complement in Lv.

3. Infinite distributivity of relatively complemented distributive lattices.

It is well known that any Boolean algebra is infinitely distributive. We have

the following generalization of this theorem.
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THEOREM 2. Every relatively complemented distributive lattice is infinitely

distributive.

Proof. Let L be a relatively complemented distributive lattice, and let us

suppose x=Σxχ. Fix any element xQ in {xx}. Then {xx+Xo} are in the quotient

lattice x + y/yx<> for any element y in L. As x + y/yxo is a Booean algebra

it is infinitely distributive. Then x = Σ(x\ + x0) in x + ylyx* implies that

yx = JjKtfx + Xo) = 2Ou& + jy#o) = Σyxλ.

Similary x = 77#x implies jy + # = Π(y + #χ) for any element y e L.

4. Adjoining 1 and 0 for infintely distributive lattices

THEOREM 3. Any infinitely distributive lattice can be imbedded completely

isomorphically into an infinitely distributive lattice with unit (1) and zero (0).

Proof. Let L be an infinitely distributive lattice, and let Z be the direct

product of all quotient lattices in L. Clearly Z has 1 and 0 and is infinitely

distributive as the same is the case with every direct product factor. Let

θpiQ : L -»plq be such that βpιq{χ) -p{x + q), and let β : L -» Z be such that the

_£/<7-component of θ(x) is dp^ix). We now show that θ is a completely iso-

morphic imbedding of L into Z. Suppose that x~Σxχ in L, then for any plq

we have θpjq{x) =p(x+q) =p({Σxλ) + q) =p{Σ(xλ + q)) = Σp(xλ + q) = Σθp/q(xχ),

that is, 0(#) = Σθ{χχ). Likewise we can show that x = 77#λ implies I?(Λ) = ίfθ(xχ).

For the proof of the converse implication we first show that θ(x) ̂ 0(v)

implies x^y. θ(x) ^θiy) implies p(x+q) ^p(y + q) for any quotient plq. If

x * y, then x + y > xy. Put p-x + y and # = xy in i>(Λ:-f<7) î>(̂ v + ̂ ), then we

have x^y. Thus we have that θ(x)^θ(y) implies x^y or x=y, that is,

x^y. Now suppose that ^(^) = Σθ(xλ). Then ^(Λ;)^^(Λ:λ) for every λ, and

then Λ: ̂  %λ for every λ, that is, x is an upper bound of {xx}. Let 3̂  be any

upper bound of {xx}, then y^xχ, which implies θ(y) ^ θ(xλ) for every λ.

Then 0(jO ̂ ΣΘ(xχ) =d(x). This implies v > ΛΓ. Thus ΛΓ is the least upper

bound of {xx}. Similary we can show that θ(x) = Πθ{χχ) implies x = Uxx.

THEOREM 4. Any relatively complemented distributive lattive L can be

imbedded completely isomorphically in a Boolean algebra.

Proof. L is infinitely distributive by Theorem 2. Let Z be the direct

product of all quotients in L as introduced in Theorem 3. Then Σ is a Boolean
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algebra as all the direct product factors are. By Theorem 3 we have the proof.

Remark. If L is a distributive lattice and not infinitely distributive. Thea

L is imbedded in L only finitely isomorphically, which implies that any distribu-

tive lattice can be imbedded in a Boolean algebra. Even in this case if x = Σx\

is an infinitely distributive sum, i.e., for any element y in L, Σyxx (exists and)

= yx implies θ(x) = Σθ(xx).

5. Imbedding infinitely distributive lattices into Boolean algebras

By Theorem 4 in order to imbed an infinitely distributive lattice L

completely isomorphically into a Boolean algebra it is sufficient to imbed L

completely isomorphically into a relatively complemented distributive lattice.

Moreover, by Theorem 3, we can assume that L has 1 and 0. Therefore from

now on let us suppose that L is an infinitely distributive lattice with 1 and 0.

Let 4 = {D, E, F, . . .} be the set of all finite sublattices of L which contain 1

and 0. Δ is a directed set under set inclusion since the sublattice of L generated

by a finite subset of L is finite.

We will contruct a directed system of lattices begining with L. Let L&

(D<Ξ Δ) be the infinitely distributive lattice defined in §1, and let ΘD be the

completely isomorphic imbedding of LD into LK for D C E, which was defined

in Lemma 7. Then {LD θ%) is a directed system of lattices by Lemma 9. Let

M be the direct limit of this directed system of lattices. Then

LEMMA 12. M is relatively complemented.

Proof. By Theorem 1 it is sufficient to prove that for any three elements

x < y < z in LD there exists E> D such that θn(y) has a relative complement

relative to θζ(x) and βl(z) in LE. Let us suppose that LΌ is defined as

Lr=Pι/θ® - - ®llpn-u and that x, y, z are represented respectively as

Λ;= (xu . . . , xn), y = (yi, . > yn) and z = (zi, . . . , zn), where */, ?, , zi e pi/pi-ι

for i = 1, . . . , n. Let E be the sublattice of L generated by D U {xu . . . , # » ,

>i, . . . , yn, . . . , zi, . . > , Zn). Then £ e j , and since x<y < z we have a

chain in £ , β' : Xi^yi ^ £i ^ ^ i ^ #2 ^ 2 ^ 22 ^pi ^ ^i>«-i ^ τΛ ^jyM ^ £ n .

Let i? be a complete chain in E which is a subdivision of Ω'. In Z,Ω, which

may be considered as LE, θn(y) has a relative complement relative to θE(x)

and 0£(z). Q.E.D.
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LEMMA 13. L is completely isomorphically imbedded in M.

Proof. L = Z,(ofi} is completely isomorphically imbedded in M by Lemma 10.

THEOREM 5. Any infinitely distributive lattice can be imbedded completely

isomorphically in a relatively complemented distributive (and hence infinitely

distributive) lattice.

By Theorem 5 and 4 we have

THEOREM 6. (Main Theorem) Any infinitely distributive lattice can be

imbedded in a Boolean algebra completely isomorphically.

The construction of the Boolean algebra into which the given infinitely

distributive lattice is imbedded indicates the following corollary.

COROLLARY 1. Any infinitely distributive lattice with 1 and 0 can be im-

bedded completely isomorphically into a Boolean algebra in such a manner that

the unit and zero are mapped on the unit and zero, and complements on

complements.

As the completion by cuts of a Boolean algebra is a Boolean algebra we

have

COROLLARY 2. Any infinitely distributive lattice can be imbedded in a com

plete Boolean algebra completely isomorphically.

This corollary includes the following corollary, which is a solution of the

problem raised in [3].

COROLLARY 3. Any infinitely distributive lattice can be imbedded completely

isomorphically in an infinitely distributive complete lattice.

6. Higher distributivity in relatively complemented lattices

Higher distributivity in Boolean algebras was discussed in [6] and others.

In this section we use the same definitions and notations as in [6]. We call

a lattice L is (a, β)-distributive, where a and β are cardinal numbers, if the

following conditions are satisfied: (1) Given any double sequence a<^Lax*

such that if all the sums Σn<^a\tΆ for ς < af their product 77*<α2V^tf*,η, and

all the products ll~<aa*,f{~) for all f^βa exist, then the sum Σ/^aIlχ^aa^,/^)

also exists, and we have /7"*<β-Γη<pβ?fη = iyfep /?*<««?,/<?). (2) The dual of (1).
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Notice that in [6], the dual (2) was not needed since there was discussed only

Boolean algebras and in a Boolean algebra there exists duality. Using Theorem

4 a large number of theorems in [6] concerning higher distributivity in Boolean

algebras are extended to those in relatively complemented lattices. As the

proofs are similar we present here one of them.

THEOREM 7. Any (or, 2)-distributive relatively complemented distributive

lattice is (a, a)-distributive.

Proof. Let L be an (a> 2)-distributive relatively complemented (distributive)

lattice, and let M be the direct product of all quotients in L. Then M is an

(α:, 2)-distributive Boolean algebra as all the direct product factors are Boolean

algebra and (αr, 2)-distributive. By Theorem 4 I is imbedded completely iso-

morphically into M by a mapping θ. Now suppose that for a double sequence

βGL β X ί , Π*<ΛΣτ,<Λa\,n and all the products 77*<«e?,/(*, exist for all f^aa.

Then, since θ is a completely isomorphic imbedding, JΊ%<a.ΣΆ<^β{a^tΆ) and

the products ΊI\«tβ(a\j(%)) exist for all f^cc*. As M is an (a, 2)-distributive

Boolean algebra it is (or, a)-distributive ([6]). Then we have

Again since θ is a completely isomorphic imbedding we have

= 77ξ<(X(?(21η<C(ϊβξ,η), as Σn<aa*,n exists. Also 77 ? < a ^(^< a «^^) =

as /7ξ<tt̂ η<α«ξ,η exists. For every f^aa we have Π\<Λ0(a*,f\%))

as /^<(ϊtfξ,/(ξ) exists for every / e aa. Thus we have that

Again since 0 is a completely isomorphic imbedding we have
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